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Andrés Velencoso. Top Model International

ORIGINAL MIND

93%
100%
quartz

innovation

Quartz, one of the most resistant and beautiful elements
of nature, together with the creativity of Silestone , offer
revolutionary collections, luxurious textures and unique
product designs.
®

exclusive platinum surfaces
The new Platinum series by Silestone has been inspired
by the challenging world of Formula 1. Our quartz is
combined with metallic minerals through an innovative
production process which combines high temperature with
low emissions and 100% recycled water. This superior
production provides us with a luxury Silestone Collection
that boasts a unique metallic shine.
®

your family is unique.
your antibacterial silestone worktop is unique.
®

Silestone worktops are the only quartz surfaces that can inhibit the growth of harmful bacteria that are
commonly found in even the cleanest kitchen and bathrooms. This is because all Silestone products
exclusively contain antibacterial protection: the antibacterial protection is added during the manufacturing
process. It is present in each quartz particle, giving maximum hygiene and security to your home.

®

The new Platinum series by Fernando Alonso is a luxury
premier product with:

®

®

Cosentino is very proud to announce the NEW BLANCO
ZEUS EXTREME. The Research and Innovation
department has been continually striving every day to
achieve the whitest colour that has ever been possible
with quartz! This goal has finally been sucesfully achieved.

For peace of mind, look for the Silestone logo on all our products. Reject all imitations.
®

• The exclusive technology of antibacterial protection.
• High resistance to scratching, knocks and impacts.
• Low particle emission through its production.

Silestone Platinum by Fernando Alonso:
innovation, technology and beauty in your kitchen
®

Innovative and evolution with the biggest selling colour
world wide. Extreme Blanco Zeus maintains the same
outstanding Physical/Mechanical characteristics along
with the exlusive Antibacterial protection- the only
difference is a dramatic increase in its "whiteness".
carbono

chrome

zirconium

steel
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COLOURCHART

platinum series

NEGRO TAO

ALUMINIO NUBE

BEIGE DAPHNE

STELLAR ROJO

STELLAR EROS

IVORY COAST

NEGRO TEBAS

CHROME

KENSHO

KONA BEIGE

AMARILLO PALMIRA

ROJO EROS

YELLOW NILE

NEGRO ANUBIS

GREY AMAZON

ZIRCONIUM

BRAZILIAN BROWN

AZUL UGARIT

NARANJA FUEGO

AMARILLO ARENA

STELLAR NEGRO

GRIS EXPO

MAHOGANY

CARBONO

VERDE UGARIT

SONORA GOLD

RHINE

MAGMA

MARRON JUPITER

EBONY PEARL

CREMA MINERVA

STEEL

BEIGE OLIMPO

TIGRIS SAND

STELLAR MARINA

RAIN FOREST

NEGRO ULISES

PERLA DIANA

YUKON

CORAL TROYA

STELLAR BLANCO

BLANCO DUNE

KOAN

GEDATSU

ENJOY

BLANCO CAPRI

MONT BLANC

UNSUI

SATORI

ENERGY

BLANCO DALÍ

BIANCO RIVERS

BLANCO MAPLE

VITAL

FUN

BLANCO NORTE

new colours

HAIKU

COOL

DREAM

ALPINA WHITE
New Mountain Series

BLACK CANYON
New Mountain Series

®

MOUNTAIN MIST
New Mountain Series

RAIN FOREST
New Mountain Series

certifications

This certificate ensures that Silestone does not
generate any substance considered to beharmful
to the enviroment, it also guarantees air quality in
this way, Silestone contributesto a high level of
environmental protection.
®

®

SIENNA RIDGE
New Mountain Series

GIALLO QUARRY
New Mountain Series

silestone tiles are available
in the following sizes.

standars
tiles sizes

other sizes cut to
requierements are available
on request.

60
60
40
60
30

x
x
x
x
x

60
30
40
40
30

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

BLANCO ZEUS EXTREME

NUIT BLEUE

thicknessess

large size tops without joints

1,2 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm

width from 138 cm to 161 cm
length from 304 cm to 327 cm

colours available
with leather texture

the larger sizes are restricted to
certain colours

to obtain a real idea of the
many colours available, we
recommend you ask for a
sample

SIERRA MADRE
New Mountain Series

the highest level of commitment to enviromental
protection and hygiene control.
silestone® is certificated internationally to guarantee
and offer full commitment to food safety and
environmental protection medioambiental.

The Cosentino environmental management certificate.
This certifies a good performance and the continous
environmental improvement of the cosentino productive
processes. Specifically, the efficient use of raw materials,
the control of emissions to the atmosphere, residue
control, systems of treatment and re-use of industrial
water, the disposal of chemical substances and the
control of environmental risks.

Certification accredits Silestone as a “Safe Material for
direct contact with food”. It is issued by NSF an american
organization that certifies health and hygiene.
®

It is guaranteed by widely-respected organization such
as the FDS and the WHO (World Health Organitation)

Cosentino has obtained the hygiene tested' LGA
Certificate for Silestone worktops. This certificate
is given only to products that have ensured high
levels of hygiene during its manufacture process
and they fulfill all regulated microbiological
requirements.
®

This certificate give the assurance to consumers
that antibacterial Silestone is a safe and high quality
product'
®

